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Abstract
Learning-Based Approaches for Intelligent Cognitive Radio
Nada Abdel Khalek
Today with the growing demand for more data transmissions and increased network capacities,
cognitive radio technology is ever more relevant. Traditional static spectrum allocation is no longer
a feasible option. Through dynamic spectrum access, cognitive devices are able to tap into unused
licensed spectrum bands. Thus, improving the spectrum utilization efficiency and fueling spectrum
scarce applications. Cognitive Radio (CR) networks consist of smart radio devices that have the
ability to sense and adapt to the rapidly changing radio environment. A cognitive device goes
through a process of intelligent decision-making, which intrinsically shapes them into smart devices.
Motivated by the superior performance of machine learning in various research paradigms, a
cooperative Secondary Network (SN) is proposed that operates under a hybrid underlay-interweave
access model. By taking advantage of both access models, the SN maximizes its throughput. A
detection problem is formulated for each access model and Machine Learning (ML) techniques are
applied to the SN, namely Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and
Naive Bayes’ (NB) to classify the state of the channel. The multi-class SVM (MSVM) algorithm
is reformulated and used to further classify the state of each primary user in the network. The
performance of the hybrid network is evaluated based on the Receiver Operating Characteristics
(ROC) and classification accuracy. In addition, we show that the accuracy of the MSVM is improved
through the cooperation of the secondary users. Our results show that the proposed ML-based
hybrid model is robust to low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) environments, and yields an improved
performance compared with traditional cooperative sensing techniques. Moreover, we show that the
Gaussian SVM surpasses other proposed learning algorithms achieving as high as an 80% detection
rate with as low as 10% false alarm.
iii
Energy detection-based spectrum sensing, relies on measuring the energy level in the spectrum,
and accordingly deciding the current occupancy state of the channel. Therefore, CR devices are
required to determine the corresponding channel state given a measured energy level. CR networks
that use supervised learning techniques to perform the sensing task require data examples of energy
levels and the corresponding channel state for training purposes , i.e., labeled data. Having readily
available labeled data is a complex task for CR networks, since it requires cooperation from both
primary and secondary users. Such cooperation violates the ground rules for the interweave and
underlay CR access models. Tackling the problem of labeled data scarcity in practical CR applica-
tions, we propose a two-stage learning framework for cooperative spectrum sensing. The algorithm
combines the superior performance of the SVM algorithm and low cost training data of the GMM.
Thus, rendering the two-stage learning framework suitable for practical CR applications. Finally,
a system model is proposed and the performance of the system is evaluated based on the ROC for
its upper and lower performance bounds. Additionally, our results show that the two-stage learning
attains a higher detection performance compared with using the GMM algorithm.
iv
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1.1 Cognitive Radio Networks
Emerging wireless technologies such as 5G, machine-to-machine communications, and Internet
of Things (IoT) are calling for more data transmissions and bandwidth. With the rise of 5G networks
and beyond, spectrum utilization efficiency is ever more relative as the demand for data grows
rapidly. In order to satisfy the rising demand for increased network capacities and high reliability,
maximizing the spectrum efficiency is a given. Technologies like Cognitive Radio (CR) create
potential for enhancing flexibility of spectrum usage. The word cognitive stems from the Latin
word cognitus, which means the act of knowing, perceiving, reasoning, and judgment. The concept
of CR was first introduced in 1999 by Joseph Mitola III [1], to enable unlicensed usage of licensed
spectrum bands. A CR node goes through the famous perception-action cycle to intelligently take
actions according to the observed radio environment variables. Therefore, cognitive radio nodes
are expected to have perception capabilities to learn and adapt to the radio environment. In order
for cognitive nodes to be fully cognitive, they have to be equipped with learning and reasoning
capabilities. To this end, machine learning techniques have been applied to CR networks, enabling
the CR users to evolve into Intelligent Cognitive Users (ICUs).
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1.2 Machine Learning for Smart Radio
Machine Learning (ML) is an approach that mimics a human’s ability to understand and learn
through the use of artificial intelligence. By giving the machine examples, it is able to draw pat-
terns and trends that are used for future predictions and pattern identification. Motivated by the
outstanding performance gains machine learning has to offer, extensive research efforts have been
exerted to convert cognitive users into intelligent users. An Intelligent Cognitive User (ICU) has
a better generalization functionality than the average cognitive user, it can learn radio environment
patterns with incomplete or inaccurate information, track and predict environment changes, and in-
fer a proper action to be taken [2]. Using learning techniques becomes an appealing approach when
the effects of the inputs on the outputs of the system are unknown. In the context of CR networks,
the cognitive node does not have any prior knowledge about the noise level, network topology, and
activity of licensed users. Therefore, machine learning becomes a very appealing approach, since
the wireless environment is non-ideal and may cause a lot of uncertainty. There are several machine
learning techniques discussed in the literature of CR networks including, but not limited to, super-
vised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning. In this thesis, we will mainly
focus on supervised and unsupervised techniques for learning-based CR networks.
1.3 Motivation
The main objectives of this thesis can be summarized as:
• Study the performance of learning-based cooperative CR networks;
• Investigate learning techniques that enhance the detection performance and channel state
identification of a hybrid CR network;
• Address some of the practical challenges of implementing learning-based CR networks;
• Develop simulation frameworks that assess the performance of the proposed models and tech-
niques.
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Machine learning is originally a popular research topic in the field of computer science. Never-
theless the application of machine learning to cognitive radio technology is evident. Cognitive radio
is based on dynamic reconfigurability according to the rapidly changing radio environment. Hence,
a CR system is intrinsically an Artificial Intelligence (AI) system. Moreover, machine learning is
one of the key enablers to fully Intelligent Cognitive Users (ICUs). They are expected to play a
major role in many of the future wireless communication systems such as 5G networks and be-
yond. Although cognitive radio technology has been extensively investigated in the literature, there
is still unaddressed problems when it comes to the evolution from cognitive to intelligent cognitive
devices. There is still need to investigate the performance of hybrid underlay-interweave learning-
based CR networks that are able to self-configure and self-manage. Different from previous works,
in this thesis, we focus on the application of learning techniques to hybrid underlay-interweave CR
networks. The system takes advantage of both cooperation and learning techniques to enhance its
detection performance and channel state identification compared with traditional spectrum sensing
techniques.
Cognitive radio users improve the spectrum utilization efficiency through tapping into vacant
licensed spectrum bands. Several works in the literature investigated the application of learning
techniques to improve the detection performance of cognitive users. However, many of such works
rely on supervised learning-based spectrum sensing, which requires labeled data examples, i.e.,
input data and its corresponding classification outcome. As a result, the performance of supervised
learning techniques primarily depends on the abundance of labeled data. Most of the works in
the literature assume the availability of labeled data to the ICUs, through communicating with the
licensed users. Hence, there is an apparent trade-off between the detection performance of the CR
network and communication between the ICUs and licensed users. Under certain CR access models
such as the interweave and underlay access models, the communication between ICUs and licensed
users is not possible as it violates the ground rules for the access models. Furthermore, the learning
algorithm needs a large number of training data examples to perform well, which can impose a
significant communication overhead between the licensed and unlicensed users. In the light of this,
we believe that there is a simpler and more practical way of attaining the performance of supervised
learning-based spectrum sensing without incurring the cost of communication between the ICUs
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and licensed users, which will be discussed in chapter 4 of this thesis.
1.4 Thesis Contribution
Motivated by open issues mentioned in the previous section. The contributions of this thesis are
summarized as follows:
• Investigated the operation of a hybrid cooperative CR network that takes advantage of both
the underlay and the interweave frameworks and applies machine learning techniques in both
CR access models.
• Enhanced the detection performance and classification accuracy of the hybrid CR network,
through the application of supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques such as
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes’ (NB), and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
algorithms.
• Formulated a multiple-hypothesis problem to classify the different channel occupancy states
of the primary network under the presence of multiple Primary Users (PUs). Moreover, the
use of multi-class SVM (MSVM) algorithm was investigated to identify the different channel
states of the primary network. In addition, the accuracy of multi-class learning was enhanced
through the cooperation of Secondary Users (SUs).
• Evaluated the proposed hybrid learning-based CR network based on the Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC), as well as the classification accuracy of the state of the primary net-
work. Moreover, we provide extensive analysis of the system parameters and how they affect
the performance of the system.
• Addressed the practical implementation of supervised-learning based spectrum sensing. We
proposed an unsupervised two-stage learning-based CR network, that relies solely on unla-
beled data examples, tackling the problem of labeled data scarcity in practical CR applica-
tions.
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• Studied the performance of the two-stage learning framework under the joint effect of the size
of the collected data at the fusion center and the cooperation size of the CR network.
1.5 Thesis Organization
The organization of this thesis is as follows:
In chapter 2, we present some of the background knowledge for cognitive radio networks. A re-
view of various CR access models and CR network architectures is given. Furthermore, we discuss
the convergence of machine learning with cognitive radio networks by providing a literature review
of the state-of-the-art learning techniques in CR networks.
In chapter 3, we propose a hybrid underlay-interweave CR network that uses learning techniques
to enhance its detection performance. We show that through cooperation, the classification accu-
racy is improved. We present a system model and extensive analysis of the hybrid CRN. Finally, we
provide simulation results that prove the feasibility of our proposed network.
In chapter 4, we address the problem of labeled data scarcity, which facilitates the use of su-
pervised learning techniques. We propose an unsupervised two-stage learning framework for CR
networks. We show that through using a two-stage learning framework, the cooperative CR network
attains the same detection performance as supervised learning techniques without having to incur
the cost of acquiring labeled data. Finally, we present simulation results, conclusions, and discus-
sions of the results.
In the final chapter, we conclude the thesis by discussing future research directions and chal-
lenges for learning-based CR networks.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Cognitive Radio (CR) technology, also referred to as ”brained-powered communications”, aim
to improve spectrum utilization efficiency by tapping into licensed spectrum bands that are under
utilized. CR devices are able to perceive radio environment variables and adapt accordingly using a
perception-action cycle, also referred to as ”cognition cycle”. In this chapter, we introduce some of
the background topics for this thesis. We start by introducing the core concepts of cognitive radio
networks, discussing the architectures and access models. Then we present the development from
cognitive to smart radio, highlighting the role of learning in developing intelligent cognitive users.
Additionally, an overview of the currently used learning techniques in CR networks is discussed,
examining the convergence between learning techniques and cognitive radio networks. Given the
importance of learning-based CR applications, an in-depth literature review of the current state-of-
the-art smart radio applications is presented. We conclude this chapter with some of the open issues
and challenges of learning-based CR networks that will be addressed in this thesis.
2.2 Cognitive Radio Networks
A Cognitive Radio (CR) network is a wireless network that consists of nodes that can sense the
radio environment and intelligently take actions. The CR technology was developed to overcome
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the problem of spectrum under-utilization, since the wireless spectrum is a valuable resource and
must be used efficiently. The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) published a report which
claimed that the spectrum utilization rate is as low as 15% of the radio spectrum [3]. The CR
technology is based on opportunistic spectrum access and spectrum sharing. Licensed users are
called Primary Users (PUs), who can utilize the spectrum to transmit their data with no restrictions.
On the other hand, there exists a secondary network, where its users are called Secondary Users
(SUs). The SUs opportunistically access the medium with some restrictions depending on the access
model of the CR network (to be discussed later). The allocated spectrum for the primary network
might be unused for a certain time or a certain location. The unused parts of the spectrum are
called spectrum “holes” or white spaces. Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) in CR networks was
introduced to solve the problem of spectrum under-utilization. In Fig. 2.1, the concept of DSA is
illustrated, where the SUs actively search for spectrum holes to send their data. Inherently, the SUs
try to maximize their throughput, but at the same time try to decrease the interference caused to the
PUs which are two conflicting goals that pose a trade-off. In the next subsections, a discussion of
the different CR access models is presented. Fig. 2.2 summarizes the spectrum access models for
cognitive radio networks.
Figure 2.1: Dynamic spectrum access.
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Figure 2.2: Different spectrum access models for CRNs.
2.2.1 Interweave CR Networks
The interweave access model is the first access model proposed for CR networks. Under the
interweave model, the SUs actively search for spectrum holes to opportunistically transmit their
data. The SUs can only access the medium if and only if the PUs are not utilizing it. Hence, for
SUs operating under the interweave model, sensing the primary user activity is one of the main
challenges. From the perspective of the primary network the secondary network is none-existent,
meaning that the secondary network should remain invisible to the primary network. Therefore,
there is no communication between the primary and secondary networks. Additionally, the SUs
should not alter or affect the operation of the PUs. If the SUs misdetect the PU this could result
in either causing interference to the primary network or decreasing the throughput of the secondary
network. In Fig. 2.3, the concept of the interweave access model is illustrated, where the SUs only
occupy frequency holes if and only if the PUs are not utilizing it.
2.2.2 Underlayed CR Networks
In underlayed CR networks, the SUs can simultaneously access the medium with the PUs under
one condition that the interference caused to the primary network is below the specified interference
threshold. Underlayed CR networks are also termed ”spectrum sharing networks”, as the PUs and
SUs coexist in the spectrum. As a result, the SUs not only need to sense the presence of the PUs, but
also maintain a transmit power level to abide by the interference threshold. In Fig. 2.3, the concept
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of underlayed CR transmission is illustrated, where the SUs can simultaneously transmit their data
with the PUs as long as the interference caused to the PUs is below the interference threshold.
The main challenge with underlay CR networks is measuring the interference caused at the PU’s
receiver. Therefore, underlay CR networks are mainly used for short range communications [4].
2.2.3 Overlayed CR Networks
In overlayed CR networks, not only can the SUs access the medium simultaneously with the
PUs, but also they have access to the PUs’ codebooks and its messages. Thus, the SUs are able
to assist the PUs with their data transmissions, and mitigate the interference caused to the primary
network [5]. One approach to realize the overlay model, is through relaying the PUs’ messages by
using a part of the power allocated for secondary transmissions [6].
Figure 2.3: Dynamic spectrum access for the interweave and underlay CR access models.
2.2.4 Hybrid Underlay-Interweave Networks
Inspired by the apparent benefits of both the underlay and interweave models, a hybrid access
model that combines both was proposed in the literature. The model aims to enhance the throughput
of the secondary network [5, 7, 8]. In a hybrid underlay-interweave access model, the SUs can
transmit in both the presence and absence of the PUs. When the PUs are not utilizing the medium,
the SUs can take advantage of the spectrum holes using the interweave approach. In case the PUs
reappear, the SUs do not have to vacate the channel. The SUs adjust their transmission parameters
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accordingly to keep the interference to the primary network below the threshold.
2.3 Cognition Cycle
Under the Dynamic Spectrum Management Framework (DSMF), the cognition cycle begins
with the SU sensing the radio environment [9]. If the SU does not sense any PU activity it takes
advantage of the spectrum, otherwise it continues monitoring. While the cognitive node is using
the spectrum, it continues its monitoring process in the background in case the primary user reap-
pears. If the primary user reappears, the SU executes its spectrum mobility process and continues
to monitor the spectrum for future holes to take advantage of [10]. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the different
processes and transitions between each process in the cognition cycle. The processes required for a
full cognition cycle are summarized as follows:
Figure 2.4: The cognition cycle.
• Spectrum sensing and monitoring: Spectrum sensing is the first step an SU performs. It
captures the radio environment variables, such as energy level in the case of energy detection,
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to identify spectrum holes. If the SU is already occupying a spectrum band, then it keeps on
monitoring the channel in case the PUs reappear.
• Spectrum mobility: If an SU is already occupying a spectrum hole and a PU reappears, it
executes its spectrum mobility process to vacate the channel avoiding harmful interference to
the PUs.
• Spectrum analysis: After capturing the radio environment variables, the SU performs its
spectrum analysis process to detect the characteristics of the spectrum such as the PU activity,
operating frequency, and bandwidth [10].
• Spectrum decision: Using the spectrum analysis obtained, the SU decides on the appropriate
spectrum band to be occupied according to the user requirements and spectrum characteris-
tics. Consequently, it determines its transmission rate, bandwidth, and mode [9].
2.4 Narrow-Band Spectrum Sensing
Narrowband sensing involves sensing a particular frequency band and determining whether it is
occupied or vacant. The detection problem can be formulated as a binary hypothesis [11] or multiple
hypothesis depending on the CR access model [12, 13]. Additionally, the primary users can have
a single constant transmit power [14], or multiple transmit power levels [15]. For an interweave
CR access model, there are mainly two hypothesis of interest, which are channel available H0 and
channel unavailableH1. When the channel is available that means there is only noise in the medium,
which can be modeled by several channel models such as Gaussian, or Rayleigh channel models.
On the other hand, when the channel is unavailable that means that there is at least one PU utilizing
the channel along with some noise effects. In other words:
H0 : x(n) = w(n)
H1 : x(n) = s(n) + w(n),
(2.1)
where s(n) is the received PU signal in the n-th time sample, and w(n) is the noise. There are
several narrowband sensing techniques discussed in the literature, some of the classical techniques
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include but not limited to: feature detection, matched filter detection, and energy detection [10]. In
[16, 17] machine learning techniques were used to decrease the sensing time and energy, as well as
enhance the throughput of the SUs in the CR network.
2.4.1 Energy Detection
Energy detection has been widely adopted in the literature, since it most corresponds to general
purpose spectrum sensing. It also is low in terms of complexity and simpler compared to other
sensing techniques. Energy detection belongs to the class of non-coherent detectors. An SU using
an energy detector for spectrum sensing purposes takes N energy samples from the spectrum and







where xn is the collected energy sample at the n-th time interval. Subsequently, the SU compares
the energy statistic Y against a threshold λ to decide whether the channel is available or not. The
drawbacks of using an energy detector to perform spectrum sensing is that it performs poorly in low
SNR scenarios, rendering the SU unable to differentiate between the PU signal and the noise [4].
The authors in [18] minimized the cooperation overhead and complexity imposed by traditional
cooperative sensing techniques by using learning-based CR networks. They investigated learning
techniques such as Weighted Bayesian (WB), Naive Bayes’ (NB), and Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM), and used the collected energy samples by the SUs at the fusion center as their feature
vector. In [14], the authors enhanced the performance of spectrum sensing through using learning
techniques such as Gaussian Mixture Model, K-means, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and Support
Vector Machine (SVM). Similar to [18], the authors used the energy samples collected at the fusion
center as a feature vector for the learning algorithms.
Energy detection is more challenging in mobile cognitive radio networks, and often lead to de-
tection performance loss compared with static sensing. In the literature, various sensing techniques
for dynamic spectrum access in CR networks have been proposed. However, these works assume
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that the SUs are stationary and the PUs are assumed to be idle during the SUs’ transmissions. How-
ever, in [19] the authors proposed an improved version of energy detection that takes into account
the joint impact of SUs’ sensing range, PUs’ protection range, and SUs’ mobility model on the PU
activity. In addition, the authors derive a closed form expression for the probability of the PU being
inside the SUs’ sensing range. They obtain numerical results along with analyses which show that
the new proposed model leads to superior performance. In [20], the authors formulated the detec-
tion problem in a mobile environment as a composite hypothesis testing problem. The proposed
system incorporated an adaptive clustering algorithm that fuses only a subset of the energy vectors
to alleviate the load on the control channel. The algorithm can also deal with incomplete energy
vectors (missing data).
2.4.2 Matched Filter Detection
Matched filter detectors are one of the most conventional digital receivers. They are often re-
ferred to as optimum receivers. They work on the principle of maximizing the received SNR when
making a decision regarding the received signal. Unlike energy detection, matched filter detection
is a form of coherent detection. Therefore, the SU’s receiver has to have perfect knowledge about
the PU’s signal to have accurate synchronization. This is costly to implement in a CR network,
since the secondary network does not have any prior knowledge about the PUs’ signals in some CR
access models. Moreover, in the case of multiple PU signals the matched filter detector needs to
be implemented with multiple correlators, which significantly increases the cost and complexity of
implementation. Given a received signal x(n) the matched filter correlates it with a known priori




x(n) ∗ s(n) ≶H0H1 θ, (2.3)
where Γ(x) is the test statistic that gets sampled at the output.
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2.5 Multi-Band Spectrum Sensing
Initially the SU selects a certain frequency band to be sensed at random and sends its data if the
channel is found to be idle. However, if the channel is not idle, the SU performs wideband sensing.
That is sensing multiple bands until a band is found to be idle. Hence, narrowband sensing is first
initiated to decide if a particular band is vacant or not. If the band is not vacant the SU performs
wideband sensing to determine a variety of vacant frequency bands. The main challenge of multi-
band/wideband sensing is performing the sensing operation over a larger frequency range. The SUs
have to scan/sense a wide range of wireless bands to determine the empty channels. Traditional
multi-band sensing techniques include, but not limited to, sub-Nyquist rate sensing, FFT-based de-
tection, and wavelet-based detection [10]. The authors in [21] optimized the energy needed for de-
tecting multi-bands in low SNR environments with constraints on the detection performance while
maximizing the sensing reliability.
The application of machine learning algorithms was not limited to single band sensing only.
Works in the literature such as [15, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] have discussed the use of machine learn-
ing algorithms in multi-band sensing. In [22] the authors proposed a fully Bayesian soft assignment
variational learning technique. Their algorithm enables autonomous spectrum sensing without the
knowledge of how many clusters there is. Moreover, their technique is able to detect the number
of PUs utilizing a wideband and is capable of determining the number of vacant sub-bands. They
achieve a 90% and above detection rate with as low as 10% false alarm rate. Unlike the work done
in [14] that requires prior knowledge of the number of states of the spectrum, [15] and [23] propose
a non-parametric Bayesian learning algorithm for multi-band sensing in large scale heterogeneous
networks. The algorithm is applied to a mobile Cooperative Spectrum Sensing (CSS) framework,
in which the algorithm automatically learns the number of spectrum states. Additionally, it cap-
tures the spatio-temporal correlation in the collected spectrum data. The proposed method exploits
the mobility of the SUs (low mobility) to collect spatial-temporal spectrum sensing data. Bayesian
inference is then carried out to form the global spectrum occupancy picture, and predict the PUs
locations with their transmission ranges. The authors claim that their algorithm surpasses the per-
formance of the GMM algorithm. In [24], the authors investigated the performance of autonomous
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wideband sensing in low SNR environments and tried to enhance the performance using Support
Vector Machine (SVM) learning technique. Their classification features include Smoothed Cor-
relation of Reversed Spectrum Segments (SCRSS) and Variance of Multi-Scale Moving Averages
(VMMA). They claim that using SCRSS and VMMA as classification features, the classification
time is 5 times faster than Eigen learning. In addition, the computational complexity is also reduced.
Their method was proven to perform really well in low SNR environments (as low as -13dB) with
more than 90% detection rate. In [25], the authors propose using supervised learning techniques to
determine spectrum occupancy in wideband cooperative spectrum sensing combined with weighted
compressive sampling and regression techniques. In addition, they propose a prediction approach
that depends on regression to provide accurate estimation of sparsity levels. They show that their
model surpasses other existing models by making accurate spectrum occupancy decisions with less
sensing and energy overhead. In [26], a cooperative multi-band sensing technique was proposed that
improves the sensing accuracy under path-loss and shadowing environment using machine learning
techniques. To reduce the classification delay, they use an Archetypal clustering scheme. They
found that the Archetypal clustering yields lower classification times for the SVM algorithm. In
addition, it achieves very high detection rates.
2.6 Cooperative Secondary Networks
The hidden primary user (PU) problem is a major challenge in cognitive radio networks that can
lead the SUs to misinterpret the spectrum occupancy. In addition, in some scenarios, where the chan-
nel is affected by shadowing effects or fading, sensing by a single SU maybe a difficult task [27].
One of the solutions to such problems is to increase the spatial diversity of the secondary network
by employing more secondary nodes to perform the sensing. This is called ”Cooperative Spectrum
Sensing” (CSS). Cooperative secondary networks can be centralized or distributed networks. In the
centralized models, the SUs send their sensed data to a central unit called the Fusion Center (FC).
At the FC, the data gets processed and a unified decision is taken that gets transmitted to the SUs. In
distributed cooperative network, the SUs exchange the sensed data among themselves. This could
impose an added communication overhead, since each SU takes its own decision. There are several
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types of fusion rules which include, but not limited to, AND rule, OR rule, and majority rule [27].
Fig. 2.5 shows a centralized cooperative secondary network, where the secondary users send their
sensed data to a centralized fusion center. In some scenarios in CR networks, sensing reports from
Figure 2.5: Cooperative spectrum sensing.
SUs that are close to each other are highly correlated. The combination of sensing information from
all the correlated SUs will have a detrimental effect on the detection accuracy. Moreover, if all the
SUs in the network send their data this could impose an overhead in some CR networks. Hence,
user selection techniques are used to select particular SUs that are more spatially diverse and do not
impose a cooperation overhead on the network [28].
In [7], a distributed user selection algorithm is used that adaptively selects uncorrelated SUs
based on the dynamic changes in the network topology and channel conditions. The authors used
joint spatial-temporal correlation in the case of soft combining to improve the CSS decision while
reducing the cooperation overhead. They employed the maximum likelihood ratio to find the opti-
mal probability of detection with respect to the spatial-temporal correlation for a given probability
of false alarm. In addition, a secondary user selection problem was formulated as a double threshold
optimization problem similar to [29], while considering both the sensing accuracy and stability to
achieve the optimal probability of detection. Results show a sensing performance gain is attained,
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when a subset of SUs is selected for cooperation. They show that by employing spatial-temporal
diversity, the user selection frequency is reduced.
Machine learning techniques were used to improve the detection performance and to reduce the
time required to perform a reliable detection in cooperative CR networks [14, 18, 30, 31]. Super-
vised learning techniques such as K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Decision Tree (DT), Naive Bayes’
(NB), and Support Vector Machine (SVM) were proven to enhance the performance of cooperative
sensing through reducing the overhead on the network such as delay, energy, and operations [32]. A
comparative study in [33] about different machine learning techniques such as NB Classifier (NBC),
DT, SVM, and Historical Markov Model (HMM) in cooperative secondary networks was presented,
showing that the SVM outperforms all other algorithms.
2.7 Learning-Based CR Networks
Over the past two decades, the application of artificial intelligence to cognitive radio networks
has received a lot of attention [2]. The motivation to use learning techniques came from the fact
that historical wireless data collected over time contains a lot of variations and features. Thus, the
collected historical data can be used to predict future patterns. In the context of wireless cognitive
radio, the network has high degrees of freedom. Therefore, deriving an input-output relation is
not a simple task. Machine learning algorithms can be applied to learn and estimate the input-
output function of the system through the use of data examples without complete knowledge of the
system parameters. Machine learning techniques are divided into three main categories: supervised
learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning. In this section we will give a brief
overview of the learning techniques and their applications in cognitive radio networks.
Machine learning techniques have been widely used in the literature of CR networks to perform
tasks such as feature classification, clustering, and control. The choice of the learning technique to
be implemented in the CR network mainly depends on the type of data that is presented to the system
, i.e., labeled or unlabeled data and the nature of the learning problem at hand (will be discussed
later). Fig. 2.6 summarizes some of the machine learning techniques widely used in the context of
cognitive radio networks and their corresponding learning problems.
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Figure 2.6: Taxonomy of learning techniques for CR networks.
2.7.1 Supervised Learning in the Radio Environment
An agent in a supervised learning algorithm, learns the features and hidden patterns through
the use of labeled data. Let xn be the n-th input and yn is the corresponding output. A supervised
learning algorithm needs to learn the mapping function f(.) that maps the input xn to the output
yn through the use of a set of x and y data points. After learning the mapping function f(.), the
algorithm will be able to determine the output yn given only xn. In the context of CR networks,
the input x can correspond to the PU signal and the output y is the impact of the radio environment
on x. Examples of supervised learning techniques used in the domain of CR networks, include but
not limited, to Support Vector Machines (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) [2].
The performance of spectrum sensing for Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
system-based machine learning was investigated in [34]. In their work, the authors formulate their
spectrum sensing problem into an SNR multi-class learning problem. They also propose a class-
reduction assisted Naive Bayes’ classifier method to reduce the spectrum sensing time. In addition,
they use the SVM classification algorithm for detecting spectrum holes. Their simulation results
show high spectrum sensing accuracy specially in low SNR environments.
The use of Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a learning technique was widely used in the lit-
erature for multi-class learning in CR networks [35]. Unlike most works in the literature, which are
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concerned with temporal spectrum sensing, the work in [36] proposes a spatio-temporal spectrum
sensing approach. The system aims to provide reliable detection of spectrum holes at a specific time
and location. They formulated their detection problem as a multiple state detection problem and ap-
plied a multi-class SVM to it. They also added beamforming techniques to enhance the performance
of the SVM. Their algorithm does not need prior information about the PU signal, the noise, or the
channel gain. This is the first work that applies beamforming aided multi-class learning to the CR
context. Their method was shown to be far more superior than proposed alternative solutions (multi
antenna SU). In [37], the authors use polynomial based kernel-SVM for energy level classification
in underlay CR networks. The hypothesis of primary users present is further classified into multi
classes, and the SU varies its transmit power based on the output class. They claim that this tech-
nique increases the Quality of Service (QoS), since it causes low interference to the PUs. In [38],
the authors propose an SVM-based spatial spectrum sensing scheme. The authors use beamspace
transformation to suppress the out-of-band interference, and improve the received SNR under low
SNR conditions. The beamspace technique has the ability to do spatial filtering, which in turn de-
creases the dimensionality of the received matrix in a multi-antenna system. Also, it can determine
the angle information of the PU signal. Hence, even if the PU is utilizing the channel the SU can
access it from other angles using beamforming. Aiming to determine the actual PU-SU state at any
given time, the authors in [39] formulated a spectrum sensing problem under a multiple primary
users scenario. Each class is comprised one or more sub-classes, and multi-class SVM was selected
to perform the classification task. They prove through simulations that their proposed detector is
robust to spatio-temporal detection of spectrum holes.
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2.7.2 Unsupervised Learning in the Radio Environment
An agent in an unsupervised learning algorithm learns the hidden patterns and features only
through input data x that does not contain any corresponding outputs, i.e., unlabeled data. Hence,
using unsupervised learning eliminates the challenge of finding labeled data. On the other hand, the
performance of unsupervised learning is not as well as the supervised learning. Unsupervised learn-
ing is usually used for clustering analysis or data association [40]. Fig. 2.7 shows the conceptual
difference between the supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms. The supervised learning
algorithm needs to be given labeled data (each color belongs to a different cluster) to perform the
classification task. On the other hand, the unsupervised learning algorithm clusters the input solely
based on unlabeled data (all data points are the same color). In the context of CR networks, the CR
node performs blind sensing in the unknown radio environment. The secondary users are expected
to use the medium at any time and at any location. Hence, this makes unsupervised learning an
appealing approach for such problem. Through using unsupervised learning techniques, the SUs do
not need to have any prior knowledge about the interference levels, the noise distribution, or primary
user traffic profiles [40].
Figure 2.7: Supervised and unsupervised classification.
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The performance of cooperative spectrum sensing in mobile environments was studied in [41].
The authors propose a newly derived adaptive Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm that al-
lows the Fusion Center (FC) to dynamically estimate the parameters of the GMM based on the most
recent energy estimates from the SUs. In addition, they derived closed form expressions for the Ex-
pectation and Maximization steps. Their simulation results prove the effectiveness of the proposed
method in realistic slow-fading environments. Motivated by the scarcity of labeled data in the do-
main of CR networks and dependence of learning algorithms’ performance on model features, the
authors in [42] propose an Unsupervised Deep Spectrum Sensing (UDSS) approach. The UDSS
employs a neural network that relies mainly on unlabeled data for learning and a small amount of
labeled data collected in the absence of the primary user. Their results show that their proposed
algorithm achieves a performance close to that of the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based
supervised learning. The authors in [43] propose using unsupervised learning algorithms for co-
operative spectrum sensing, they use eigenvector and eigenvector value as classification features
along with K-Means clustering and a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Their results show that the
proposed algorithm outperforms the system in [14].
2.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we gave an overview of cognitive radio networks as an enabling technology
to enhance the spectrum utilization efficiency. A discussion of CR access models was presented.
Additionally, a variety of spectrum sensing techniques used in the literature was given. We high-
lighted the role of learning to facilitate the development from cognitive to intelligent radio nodes.
Furthermore, we discussed the convergence of machine learning and cognitive radio. We showed
how learning techniques are promising tools that enhance the sensing performance of CR networks,
focusing on the most commonly used learning techniques in CR networks.
In the following chapter, we present a cooperative secondary network that operates under a hy-
brid underlay-interweave access model. The hybrid CR network employs learning techniques to
classify the state of the channel and accordingly it can adjust its transmission parameters. By taking
advantage of both access models, the secondary network maximizes its throughput. Our results
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show that the proposed learning-based hybrid CR network is robust to low SNR environments, and
yields an enhanced performance compared with traditional cooperative sensing techniques.
In chapter 4, we address the problem of labeled data scarcity in practical CR applications. We
propose an unsupervised two-stage learning framework that yields comparable detection perfor-
mance to fully supervised learning algorithms. Through using an unsupervised learning framework,
the cost of obtaining labeled data is eliminated. Moreover, the system enables autonomous learning
in the radio environment, leading to fully intelligent cognitive nodes. A system model is proposed




Sensing in Hybrid Underlay-Interweave
Secondary Networks
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we discussed the role of cognitive radio technology as a solution for
spectrum under-utilization. We presented an overview of the different cognitive radio access models.
Finally, we reviewed some of the most common learning techniques in the context of cognitive radio
networks. In this chapter, we will present a hybrid underlay-interweave CR network that employs
learning techniques in both access models to enhance its detection performance.
With the emergence of the age of artificial intelligence, machine learning has been one of the
key enablers of smart wireless devices. In recent years, machine learning has made its way to
evolving cognitive radio into smart radio, allowing cognitive users to reach their full cognition
potential. As discussed in chapter 2, a cognitive user goes through a cognition cycle through which it
dynamically adapts to changing radio environment variables. Hence, cognitive users are inherently
smart users. In this chapter, we propose a hybrid underlay-interweave CR network that incorporates




In the proposed Cognitive Radio (CR) network, there exists N Secondary Users (SUs) indexed
from n = 1, ..., N , while in the primary network there exists M Primary Users (PUs) indexed from
m = 1, ...,M . The nodes are scattered in a two-dimensional grid with coordinates CSUn and C
PU
m .
Similar to the work in [14], all nodes are considered to be static. Each SU senses the spectrum and
reports the energy level to the Fusion Center (FC), which can also be an SU or a dedicated standalone
unit. The FC receives the energy levels from all the SUs and fuses them to come up with a decision
to whether the spectrum is available or not. If the m-th PU is active then its occupancy state sm is
set to 1, which indicates channel unavailable. If the m-th PU is inactive then its occupancy state is
sm = 0. The channel occupancy state vector is denoted by S, which is comprised of the occupancy
states of the PUs. S is a random variable and the probability that S = s is given by:
v(s) = Pr[S = s]. (3.1)
Let a be the channel availability, given a channel occupancy state s = (s1, ..., sM ), if at least one
element of s is set to 1, that means the channel is not available and a= 0.
3.3 Spectrum Sensing
The channel has a bandwidth of w, the energy detector at each SU senses the channel for a
duration of τ . According to the Nyquist sampling criteria, the sampling frequency is found to be
fs = 2ω. Therefore, the number of samples i that need to be taken from the spectrum is 2ωτ . Let






where hm,n is the channel gain from the m-th PU to the n-th SU, and Xm(i) is the symbol sent by
the m-th PU. Without loss of generality, the transmitted PU symbol is modulated using Phase Shift
Keying (PSK) modulation. Nn(i) is the thermal noise at the n-th SU that is normally distributed
with mean µn = 0 and variance σ2n = E[|Nn(i)|2]. Therefore, the detection problem can be




The energy detector estimates the energy level in the channel normalized by the Power Spectral







All SUs report their soft data, which is the energy level that was calculated by the energy detector
using (3.4) to the FC. An energy vector is formed at the FC denoted by Y where Y = (Y1, ..., YN ).
The distribution of the energy vector follows a non-central chi distribution with q = 2wτ degrees







where gm,n is the power attenuation from the m-th PU to the n-th SU, such that gm,n = |hm,n|2.
The power attenuation gm,n is given by [14]:
gm,n = PL(||CPUm − CSUn ||).ψm,n.νm,n, (3.6)
where ψm,n and νm,n are the shadow fading component and the multi-path fading component re-
spectively. Similar to [14], both ψm,n and νm,n are assumed to be unity and quassi-static during the
time duration of interest. ||.|| is the Euclidean distance and PL(d) = d−α, which represents the
path-loss component with a relative distance d and path-loss exponent α. In this thesis, a non-line
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If the number of channel samples, i.e., ωτ is large enough, the distribution of the energy level Yn,
reported by the n-th SU, can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution with mean µYn|S=s and
variance σ2Yn|S=s which are given by:








σ2Yn|S=s = E[(Yn − µYn|S=s)








All the SUs report their soft data to the Fusion Center (FC), where an energy vector Y is formed,
i.e., Y = (Y1, ..., YN ). Therefore, the distribution of the energy vector Y conditioned on the channel
occupancy state s at the FC follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a mean vector µY|S=s
and a covariance matrix ΣY|S=s as follows:






where diag indicates a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are σ2Y1|S=s, ..., σ
2
YN |S=s. Therefore,
the sensed energy level by each SU is independent and uncorrelated from the rest of the sensed data
by other SUs. Based on the binary hypothesis formulated in (3.3), the channel availability a can be
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obtained by comparing the energy level Yn with a predefined threshold λ as follow:
a =

0, if Yn ≥ λ
1, if Yn < λ
(3.12a)
for n = 1, ..., N. (3.12b)
The probability of false alarm Pfa is defined as the probability that an SU detects the presence of a
PU given that the PU was not utilizing the medium, which can be expressed as:
Pfa = P (Yn|S = s ≥ λ|H0) =
P (Yn|S = s ∩H0)
P (H0)
. (3.13)
On the other hand, the probability of detection Pd is the probability that an SU detects the presence
of a PU given that the PU was utilizing the spectrum. Therefore, Pd is as follows:
Pd = P (Yn|S = s ≥ λ|H1) =
P (Yn|S = s ∩H1)
P (H1)
. (3.14)
3.4 Traditional Fusion Techniques for Cooperative CR Networks
In tradition Cooperative Spectrum Sensing (CSS), the Fusion Center (FC) forms an energy
vector Y by collecting the energy levels from the SUs in the network. The FC then decides whether
the channel is available or not based on a predefined energy threshold λ. If the received energy
level by the n-th SU Yn is greater than λ, then one or more PUs are utilizing the channel. The FC
then applies fusion rules such as the AND, OR, or majority vote rules, to decide on the channel
availability a based on the energy vector Y.
A) AND Rule:
Through using the AND rule, a channel is labeled unavailable if at least one SU sensed an
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energy level above the threshold. The FC applies a logical AND operation as follows:
a =





On the other hand, through using the OR rule a channel is labeled unavailable if all the co-








The majority rule decides that the channel is unavailable if more than half of the cooperating
SUs report energy levels above the threshold.
a =

1, if (Y1|S = s > λ+ Y2|S = s > λ...+ YN |S = s > λ) ≥ N2
0, otherwise.
(3.17)
After applying one of the fusion rules, the FC then determines the channel availability a and
passes the decision to the SUs. The OR rule performs better in terms of the probability of detection
and worse in terms of the probability of false alarm. On the other hand, the AND rule performs
better in terms of the probability of false alarm and worse in terms of the probability of detection
[27].
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Figure 3.1: Stages of establishing a machine learning model for cooperative CR networks.
3.5 Machine Learning Framework
Motivated by the fact that SUs in CR Networks (CRNs) are adaptive and intelligent nodes that
automatically detect available channels in a wireless spectrum, the use of machine learning al-
gorithms was investigated to enhance the detection performance of CRNs. To fully realise their
cognitive potential, radio nodes need to establish a three-step learning framework, that starts with
perception, learning, and reasoning. Perception is achieved through sensing the radio environment
variables, learning from them in order to draw patterns and trends, and finally using the acquired
knowledge to achieve its goals, i.e., gain access to the radio spectrum. A learning-based classi-
fier has two modules: the training and classification modules. Prior to classification, the Machine
Learning (ML) classifier needs to go through a training phase, where it is fed with training feature
vectors. Fig. 3.1 highlights the main general steps needed to establish a machine learning model
for cooperative CR networks. The first step to establishing a machine learning model, is to first
start by training it prior to classification. The learning process is modular, and both training and
classification modules could be run in parallel, which makes the system more time efficient. The
use of machine learning techniques eliminates the need to know the a priori probability of the chan-
nel occupancy, SNR, PU signal, or channel gain, as they will be inferred from the training phase.
In addition, the learning algorithm is able to implicitly learn the topology of the network, which
renders this approach suitable for practical systems as it is highly adaptive. Once the algorithm is
trained, there is no need for further training until the channel changes, which significantly reduces
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complexity in slow fading channels [44]. Additionally, ML approaches optimize the decision region
based on a feature space, which is better than the optimization used by classical techniques.
3.5.1 Training in the Radio Environment
During the training phase, the learning-based cooperating CR node is fed with the training
data subset that has N features, where N is number of energy levels in an energy vector Y. Let
xi be i-th input energy vector containing N energy levels and yi is the corresponding channel
occupancy state a of the PUs. The CR node needs to learn the mapping function f(.), that maps
the radio environment input xi to the output yi. The detection performance of the learning-based
CR network is greatly affected by the quality of training data provided. Even the most prominent
learning algorithms will not yield a satisfying performance if they were given poor quality data
for training. Examples of poor quality data include biased data, mislabeled data, and data that
lacks variety of examples. Hence, it is very crucial to provide the CR node with accurate, relevant,
and sufficient data for training. After the training phase, the learning-based CR node is able to
perform energy vector classification with no previous knowledge about the a priori probability of
the channel occupancy, the SNR, and the topology of the network as they will be inferred from the
training phase. This is a very appealing approach, since CR networks perform blind sensing of the
primary network. Hence, through the use of learning models the challenge of obtaining information
about the PUs is eliminated.
3.5.2 Radio Environment Data Collection
There are two main types of data sets used for training the learning-based CR network, namely
labeled and unlabeled data sets. In a labeled data set, the features are annotated with a corresponding
classification outcome, unlike unlabeled data, where the data set only has features with no labels or
classification outcomes. In the context of cooperative secondary networks, the Fusion Center (FC)
collects energy levels Yn from the n = 1, ..., N spatially diverse SUs, and forms an energy vector
Y comprised of their corresponding energy levels. In this case, the dimensionality of the data set
increases with the increase in the number of cooperating SUs. Based on the energy vector, the FC
decides on the channel occupancy state a of the primary network, i.e., if the channel is available or
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not. If each Y corresponds to a classification outcome, i.e., a, then the data set is labeled, otherwise
it is considered unlabeled. It is important to mention that the choice of features is not unique, and
it depends on the data set at hand. The acquired data set is split into two main subsets, which are
the subset for training and the subset for validation used to assess the detection performance of the
learning-based CR network. A collection of unlabeled energy vectors is used to test the accuracy
and efficiency of the network’s feature classification.
The size of the training data set plays a crucial role in defining the detection performance. If
an insufficient amount of training data is given to the CR network, it will produce an under-fitted
learning model. An underfit model still has room for performance improvement. Another problem
that may arise is over-fitting, which happens if the CR network is trained for too long, or if the
collected energy vectors from the radio environment do not include all the possible examples that
the network needs to learn from. That is, the learning model fits very well to the training data
and does not generalize to other data points, which can negatively impact the overall detection
performance of a cooperative CR network.
For comparison purposes in the following subsections, a network in a two-dimensional grid is
constructed to compare the classification performance of the different proposed machine learning
algorithms. In Scenario-I , there are two fixed PUs at (500m,0m) and (0m,-500m), in addition to two
fixed SUs at (0m,0m) and (1000m,0m). In Scenario-II , an additional SU is added to scenario-I at
(1000m,-500m) and an additional PU at (1000m,500m). All the PUs are activated with a probability
p and are independent of one another. The SUs sense a bandwidth ω= 5 MHz for a sensing duration
of τ= 100 µs. The noise spectral density in the medium is η= -174 dBm.
3.5.3 Unsupervised Learning in Cooperative CR Networks
An agent in an unsupervised learning algorithm learns the main features and hidden patterns
through unlabeled data. The main purposes of using an unsupervised machine learning algorithm is
for clustering or data compression [2]. The performance of unsupervised algorithms is lower than
the supervised learning, since it does not learn from ”ground truths”, i.e., labeled data. It is evident
that there is a trade-off between the availability of labeled data and the performance of the learning
algorithm.
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Before the classifier is able to operate, it has to be trained first through a set of energy vectors
y of size L, where the l-th energy vector is y(l) (i.e, y = {y(1), ..., y(L)}). The distribution of the
energy vector Y at the FC is a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a mean vector µY|S=s and a
covariance matrix ΣY|S=s given by (3.10) and (3.11). Energy vectors that belong to cluster ”channel
available” are samples taken from a multivariate Gaussian distribution that has a mean vectorµY|S=0
and a covariance matrix ΣY|S=0. On the other hand, the energy vectors that form cluster ”Channel
unavailable” are samples taken from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a mean vector µY|S=s
and a covariance matrix ΣY|S=s which are unknown.
The Gaussian Mixture Model
A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a model-based clustering algorithm [2], which means
that the data in each cluster follows a certain distribution. The GMM algorithm is a mixture of





where θ is the collection of all the variables that define the GMM. θ includes variables such as
µk,Σk, and vk for k = 1, ...,K, where K is the total number of Gaussian densities in the mixture
model. The GMM perfectly fits the distribution of the energy vectors received at the FC, since each
energy vector is a sample taken from either a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a mean vector
µY|S=0 and a covariance matrix ΣY|S=0 or with a mean vector µY|S=s and a covariance matrix
ΣY|S=s.The parameters µY|S=0 and ΣY|S=0 are known to the CR network in advance, since they
correspond to the distribution of the noise in the channel. However, µY|S=s and ΣY|S=s which are
the mean vector and covariance matrix of the k-th Gaussian density are unknown. In addition, the
mixing coefficients vk, where k = 1, ..,K are also unknown. Under the interweave model, there are
namely two clusters that need be learnt by the algorithm, therefore there are exactly two Gaussian
densities in the mixture model. To estimate the set of parameters θ∗, the Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm is fed with a set of training data y, then it calculates the maximum likelihood of the
mixtures’ parameters. Algorithm. 1 converges to a local optimal solution over several iterations of
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calculating the expectation and maximization steps [45].
Algorithm 1: EM algorithm used for GMM Training
1. Set µ1(1)← µY|S=0 and Σ1(1)← ΣY|S=0
2. Initialize vk(1) for k = 1, ...,K and µk(1) and Σk(1)
for k = 2, ...,K.



































for k = 2, ...,K.
7. j ← j + 1
8. Until θ(j) converges
9. Obtain f(x|θ)
To classify a test energy vector y∗ to determine whether it belongs to cluster one or two, i.e., H0
andH1. The GMM calculates the log-likelihood that y∗ belongs to cluster one or two. Consequently,
the channel is classified as available â= 1 if and only if for a predefined threshold δ its satisfies the
following [14]:
ln(v∗2.φ(y
∗|µ∗2,Σ∗2))− ln(v∗1.φ(y∗|µ∗1,Σ∗1)) ≥ δ. (3.19)
If δ increases, that means that y∗ is more likely to be classified as channel available. In Fig. 3.2,
the raw energy vectors collected at the FC are plotted as the ”Unclustered data” before the GMM is
trained. From Fig. 3.2 it can be observed that the two clusters are overlapping, however the GMM
is able to establish a clear cut boundary between the two clusters. The same data is applied to the
classifier after training and the results are plotted as ”Clustered data”.
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Figure 3.2: Classification using the GMM algorithm for scenario-I .
3.5.4 Supervised Learning in Cooperative CR Networks
An agent/user in a supervised learning algorithm must be provided with labeled data. The
algorithm infers the classification pattern through a labeled data set also known as the ”ground
truth”. In cooperative secondary networks, the labeled data set should have the feature vector, i.e.,
the energy vector Y at the FC, and the corresponding channel occupancy state a. Supervised learning
has been proven powerful for applications with historical data [2]. Therefore, its application in
cognitive radio networks has a great potential for improving the detection accuracy of SUs. Similar
to the work in [14], it is assumed that occasionally such information is transmitted by the primary
network to the secondary network.
Naive Bayes’ Classifier
A Naive Bayes’ Classifier (NBC) is based on the principle of Bayes’ theorem, where the con-
ditional probability is used to find the probability that an event will occur given the knowledge of
prior events. An NBC is also known as the ”independent feature model” [33], as it does not take
into account the dependence of features by making a ”Naive” assumption. That is the presence of a
certain feature in a class is independent of the presence of any other feature. In the context of co-
operative secondary networks, the assumption would be that the estimated energy levels Yn|S = s,
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where n = 1...N are mutually independent. The joint conditional probability distribution could be
written as follows:
f(Y |S = s|Hj) =
N∏
n=1
f(Yn|S = s|Hj), for j = 0, 1, (3.20)
with f(Yn|S = s|Hj) Gaussian distributed, f(Y |S = s|Hj) becomes a multi-variate Gaussian dis-
tribution. After the training period, the NB algorithm can estimate the probability density function






Yn|S = s, Hj [l],







(Yn|S = s, Hj [l]− µYn|S=s,Hj )
2,
for j = 0, 1,
(3.22)
where LH1,0 is the subset of the training data L corresponding to hypothesis H1 or H0. The Naive
Bayes’ classifier estimates an a posteriori probability, which is the channel occupancy, in the CR
network model, based on Bayes’ Theorem:
P (H1|Y|S = s) =
f(Y|S = s|H1)P (H1)
f(Y|S = s|H1)P (H1) + f(Y|S = s|H0)P (H0)
,
(3.23)
where P (H1) and P (H0) are the a priori probabilities for the channel occupancy state.
Binary Support Vector Machine (SVM)
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier has been used in a variety of applications due
to its robustness to high-dimensional data, noise, and outliers. In cooperative cognitive networks,
increasing the number of cooperating SUs increases the dimensionality of the data. Thus, the SVM
would be best suited to perform the classification tasks in such scenarios. Moreover, since the
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SVM algorithm is based on structural risk minimization, it is less prone to over-fitting problems for
small training data sets [46]. The primary task of an SVM algorithm is to find a linearly separable
hyperplane h, even if the training data may not be linearly separable, through the help of support
vectors. It does so by maximizing the margin of the classifier while minimizing the sum of errors
[14]. Hence, the goal is to find a linear separable hyperplane h such that the gap between the two
margins on both sides of h needs to be maximized [33]. In the proposed Cognitive Radio (CR)
network, the training energy vectors may not be linearly separable because of overlapping clusters
as a result of the noise. To overcome this, the data is mapped to a higher dimensional feature space.
This is done through applying a non-linear mapping function φ(.) to the input energy vectors to get
a feature space. Support vectors are the energy vectors that are closer to the classifier’s hyperplane,
which are the data points that are the most difficult to classify. If some of the support vectors are
removed, the position of the hyperplane will change. Given a training set of energy vectors of size
L, i.e, (y = {y(1), ..., y(L)}) and its corresponding labels a = {a(1), ..., a(L)}, i.e., whether the
channel is occupied or not, the decision surface becomes as follows [47]:
h(y(l)) = Ψ.φ(y(l)) + ψ0 = 0, for l = 1, ..., L, (3.24)
where y(l) is a training energy vector. The goal is to find the weighting vector Ψ, and the bias
ψ0 used for shifting the hyperplane from the origin. Therefore, the classifier should satisfy the
following:
Ψ.φ(y(l)) + ψ0 ≥ 1, if a(l) = 1,
Ψ.φ(y(l)) + ψ0 ≤ −1, if a(l) = −1,
(3.25)
Fig. 3.3 shows the mapped energy vectors in the higher dimensional feature space, and the sepa-
rating hyperplane h with its margins on each side. The conditions in (3.25) assume that the en-
ergy vectors will become perfect linearly separable. However, in the proposed practical cognitive
network the energy vectors may still not be perfect linearly separable since the clusters may still
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Figure 3.3: SVM Classification model.
overlap. Therefore, a slack variable ε(l) is introduced to modify the conditions in (3.25) for possible
classification errors. Hence, it becomes [47]:
a(l)[Ψ.φ(y(l)) + ψ0] ≥ 1− ε(l), (3.26)
where ε(l) ≥ 0 for l = 1...L. ε(l) lies in 0 ≤ ε(l) ≤ 1 for marginal classification errors, and greater










subject to: a(l)[Ψ.φ(y(l)) + ψ0] ≥ 1− ε(l), (3.28)
for l = 1, ..., L, (3.29)
ε(l) ≥ 0, for l = 1, ..., L, (3.30)
where ||Ψ||2= Ψ.Ψ, ζ is a soft margin constant used to control the trade-off between minimizing
the classification errors and the model complexity [47], and I{.} is the indicator function when the
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condition inside it is true the output is 1 and when it is false the output is zero. Larger values of ζ
mean a higher penalty to errors [48]. The proposed optimization problem is a non-convex problem,
since the indicator function is in the objective function.
∑L
l=1 ε
(l) gives a bound on the number




(l) can be used to measure the number of misclassified energy vectors,
as well as the correctly classified energy vectors that lie in −1 < Ψ.φ(y(l)) + ψ0 < 1. Hence, the









subject to: a(l)[Ψ.φ(y(l)) + ψ0] ≥ 1− ε(l), (3.32)
for l = 1, ..., L, (3.33)
ε(l) ≥ 0, for l = 1, ..., L. (3.34)
Minimizing 12 ||Ψ||
2 is equivalent to minimizing 2/||Ψ||, which is the margin between the two clus-
ters [47]. Let β̃(l) be the solution to the optimization problem above. The final non-linear decision




β̃(l)a(l)κ(x, y(l)) + ψ0), (3.35)
where κ(x, y) is φ(x).φ(y) is the kernel function that computes the inner product of φ(x) and φ(y)
produced in the feature space. Kernel function types include linear, polynomial, and Gaussian also
known as the radial basis function [49]. It is crucial to select a kernel function that minimizes the
number of support vectors, since using a smaller number of support vectors leads to decreasing the
expected number of errors. Note that the bias ψ0 could be obtained through solving the optimization
problem in (3.31)-(3.33) after finding the optimal Ψ. However, in our model we chose to adjust ψ0
to control the trade-off between the probabilities of false alarm and detection. The decision function
could be viewed as the summation of weighted distances from the test energy sample y∗ to the
support vectors that define the separating hyperplane [50]. After the classifier obtains the decision
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function in (3.35), it can classify the test energy vector y∗ as â = d(y∗).
Figure 3.4: Comparison between classification boundary shapes for a target probability of false
alarm of 0.25 at ρm = 150 mW for scenario-I .
Considering scenario-I which consists of two SUs and two PUs, where each PU transmits inde-
pendently with a transmit power of 150 mW. The degree of the SVM based polynomial kernel was
manipulated to achieve the best energy vector classification performance. In Fig. 3.4, the energy
vectors that arrive at the fusion center prior to learning are plotted as ”unclustered data”. It can be
observed that the clusters are overlapping as a result of the noise in the radio spectrum. In addition,
the energy vectors are plotted in two dimensions owing to the presence of only two SUs reporting
energy levels. Fig. 3.4 highlights the importance of the choice of the SVM kernel, as it greatly af-
fects the shape of the classification boundary, which in turn affects the detection performance of the
secondary network. Furthermore, we noted that increasing the order of the kernel does not always
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lead to a better performance in our CR interweave model, as it is sensitive to the energy vectors
collected at the FC. Hence, it is not only crucial to select the appropriate kernel that best fits our
model, but also the order of the kernel so that the performance of the CRN does not suffer.
3.6 Multi-class Learning in Underlay CR Networks
Multi-class learning is a sub-branch of classification techniques, in which the classifier is trained
to identify more than two classes. In underlayed cognitive radio networks, both the secondary
and primary users can simultaneously access the radio spectrum under the condition that the SUs’
transmissions’ do not exceed the interference threshold. Hence, the SUs under such networks are not
only concerned with whether the primary user is available in the medium or not, but also interested
in the current Channel Occupancy State (COS) of each PU. If the secondary network has knowledge
about the current COS, it can adjust its transmission parameters accordingly thereby reducing the
interference to the PUs. The number of channel occupancy states of the primary network, i.e., the
clusters, is dependent on the number of PUs, i.e., for M PUs there are 2M clusters. Hence, by using
MSVM hypothesis H1 is further classified into several clusters each pointing to a certain channel
occupancy state of the PUs. Thus, the algorithm learns k-hypotheses, where k = 1, ..., 2M . The








where sk = (s1, .., sM ) is the channel occupancy state vector of the primary network. As an exam-
ple, in Table. 3.1 shows the number of possible channel occupancy states for the case where m = 3.
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S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8
PU1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
PU2 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
PU3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
Table 3.1: The different channel occupancy states for m= 3 PUs.
There are several approaches of extending binary SVM to k-class SVM. The most popular are
the One-vs-All (OVA) and One-vs-One (OVO) [46]. In our work, the OVO approach was used in
constructing the k-class SVM classifier. In the OVO approach, k(k−1)/2 binary SVM classifiers are
constructed, where each classifier trains on data from two classes. To construct a linearly separable














subject to: (Ψij)Tφ(y(l)) + ψij0 ≥ 1− ε
(l)
ij , if kl = i
(Ψij)Tφ(y(l)) + ψij0 ≤ −1 + ε
(l)
ij , if kl = j
(3.38)
where kl is the class that y(l) belongs to. The final classification decision is obtained through a
voting approach called ”Max-Wins” [46]. For example, if the decision function decides that a test
energy vector belongs to cluster i, then the vote for cluster i increases by one, otherwise the vote
for cluster j increases by one. In Fig. 3.5, the raw energy vectors at the FC are plotted before the
MSVM classifier is trained for scenario-II . Since the network has m = 3 PUs, there are eight
clusters that need to be classified. In addition, the network had three cooperating SUs, therefore
the classification becomes three-dimensional. As shown, the clusters are completely overlapping,
because the transmit power of the PUs is low. Nevertheless, the MSVM algorithm is able to identify
the different clusters and form clear cut boundaries among them. That is the MSVM is able to
perform well in low SNRs.
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Figure 3.5: Multi-class SVM before and after training for scenario-II for a PU transmit power ρm=
80 mW.
3.7 Simulation Model and Results
In this section, we present simulations to investigate the performance of a hybrid underlay-
interweave cooperative network that employs learning techniques to determine the channel occu-
pancy state of the primary network under the presence of multiple PUs. After determining the state
of the primary network, the secondary network adjusts its transmission parameters accordingly to
operate in an interweave or underlay fashion. The network was constructed in a two-dimensional
grid of area 4000 m x 4000 m with 25 equally spaced cooperating SUs. The performance was eval-
uated for scenario-I when there are two PUs at (500m,500m) and (-1500m,0m) and for scenario-II
when there is a single PU at (500m,500m). Fig. 3.6 shows the node deployment for scenario-I .
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the data of the PU’s signal is PSK modulated. The
SUs sense the medium for a duration of τ = 100 µs in a bandwidth of ω = 5 MHz. The noise
spectral density was taken as η = -174 dBm. A non-line of sight (NLOS) channel environment is
considered with a path-loss exponent α= 4. The PUs are activated with equal probability p and are
activated independently from each other. The training module was given 1000 training vectors, and





PU Transmit Power ρm 200 mW
Noise PSD η -174 dBm
Sensing Duration of SU δ 100 µs
Bandwidth ω 5 MHz
Area 16 Km2
Path-loss Exponent α 4
Shadow Fading Component ψm,n 1
Multi-path Fading Component νm,n 1
Table 3.2: Simulation parameters
Figure 3.6: The node deployment in the proposed CR network in scenario-I .
The performance of the proposed cooperative secondary network was evaluated using the Re-
ceiver Operating Characteristics (ROC). The degree of the SVM kernel was manipulated to achieve
the best detection performance. As seen in Fig. 3.7, the Gaussian SVM (GSVM) outperforms all
other algorithms in scenario-I . That is the GSVM is able to form a classification boundary that min-
imizes errors for the hybrid CR network operating in an interweave fashion. This proves that the
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relationship between the energy vectors from each cluster is non-linear. Increasing the degree of the
polynomial SVM kernel does not lead to an enhanced detection performance and that is because it
is sensitive to the energy vectors collected at the FC. Additionally, a clear difference in performance
is seen between the supervised learning algorithms (i.e., NB, LSVM, PSVM, and GSVM) and the
unsupervised learning, namely the GMM. Since supervised learning algorithms are trained with la-
beled data, i.e., ground truth , they are able to perform better than unsupervised learning algorithms.
Also, supervised learning algorithms such as the SVM are robust to high dimensional feature data
unlike the GMM algorithm.
Figure 3.7: The ROC curves at ρm = 200 mW.
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The performance of the learning-based cooperative network is compared with the performance
of traditional cooperative sensing fusion techniques such as the AND rule and the OR rule. The
detection performance of the CR network in scenario-II is plotted in Fig. 3.8 for different values
of PU transmit power ρm for a probability of false alarm of 0.1. Even though the OR rule offers
very close performance to the GMM, Fig 3.8 shows how the GMM can improve the CR network’s
detection performance with a slight increase in the PU transmit power ρm unlike the OR rule.
Figure 3.8: The probability of detection for different values of ρm at a probability of false alarm of
0.1 and the corresponding ROC curves.
To examine the effect of increasing the number of PUs in the primary network, the ROC curves
in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 are combined in Fig. 3.9. It is apparent that increasing the number of PUs
leads to an enhanced detection performance. That is because the power in the medium has in-
creased. Instead of having a single PU transmitting at 200 mW, there are two PUs each transmitting
with 200 mW. Thus, the classification clusters move further from each other rendering them more
distinguishable. It is also important to point out that increasing the number of PUs is not equivalent
to increasing the transmit power of a single PU. In the case where there is a single PU, the learning
algorithm trains on energy vectors that correspond to only two channel occupancy states, i.e., PU
is on or off. However, in the case where there are two PUs there are four different channel states.
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Under the interweave model, three of those channel states indicate channel unavailable and one in-
dicates channel available. Thus, it is expected that the performance of a single PU transmitting with
ρm= 400 mW to perform better than a network with two PUs each transmitting with ρm= 200 mW.
Figure 3.9: Examining the effect of increasing the number of PUs m, each transmitting with ρm=
200 mW.
Fig. 3.10 examines the effect of increasing the cooperation size n in the presence of a single
PU. It is evident that increasing the cooperation size leads to enhancing the detection performance.
That is because the secondary network takes advantage of the increased spatial diversity of the
added SUs. Additionally, it can be concluded that the supervised learning techniques such as Naive
Bayes’ and Support Vector Machine are able to deal better with high dimensional data. There-
fore, there is a higher performance gain when the cooperation size is increased compared with the
GMM algorithm. Nevertheless, the learning-based secondary network using the GMM experiences
a performance increase when the cooperation size is increased.
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Figure 3.10: Examining the effect of increasing the cooperation size n while sensing a single PU
with ρm= 200 mW.
Fig. 3.11 examines the effect of increasing the transmit power ρm of a single PU from 80 mW to
200 mW, while keeping the same number of cooperating SUs at n= 9. It it obvious that increasing
ρm leads to a better detection performance. This is because increasing the transmit power renders
the clusters more distinguishable, which increases the detection performance.
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Figure 3.11: Examining the effect of increasing ρm while keeping the cooperation size at n= 9.
The performance of the hybrid underlay-interweave CR network that employs Multi-class SVM
(MSVM) to classify the state of the channel is evaluated. Accuracy is used as an evaluation metric to
assess the accuracy of channel state classification. The accuracy is defined as the ratio of the number
of true classifications to the number of all test samples. It can be concluded from Fig. 3.12 that the
accuracy of classification of the MSVM increases as the transmit power of the PUs increases. This
is because the clusters move away from each other as the transmit power increases, making them
more recognizable. Moreover, for low transmit power levels, networks with different cooperation
sizes perform the same. As ρm increases, the accuracy improves as the number of cooperating SUs
n increases. However, increasing n in our scenario leads to increasing the distance between the SUs
and the PUs up to a point where the data sensed by far SUs does not lead to enhancing the accuracy
of the MSVM.
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Figure 3.12: Accuracy of multi-class SVM for different cooperation sizes.
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3.8 Conclusions and Discussion
In this chapter, an enhanced hybrid underlay-interweave CR system was proposed that employs
both cooperation and learning techniques. The hybrid system is able to use learning techniques
such as GMM, SVM, and NB to classify the availability of the channel under the interweave access
model. The MSVM classifier was constructed using the OVO approach to perform multi-class
learning under the presence of multiple PUs. The system is able to use multi-class learning to
classify the channel occupancy state, and accordingly the SUs adjust their transmission parameters
to abide by the interference threshold specified by the underlay access model. Consequently, the SUs
opportunistically maximize their transmission throughput and enhance their performance. Through
cooperation the hybrid network is able to enhance its classification accuracy. Furthermore, the
cooperation also enhances the detection performance by taking advantage of the spatially diverse
SUs. Our results show that a non-linear relation exists between the energy vectors collected at the
FC. Hence, the GSVM algorithm was proven to be the most suitable for the proposed hybrid model
with an 80% detection rate with as low as 10% false alarm. Moreover, the algorithm was able
to implicitly learn the surrounding radio environment variables, and correctly classify the channel






In chapter 3, we discussed learning-based Cognitive Radio (CR) networks which use supervised
or unsupervised learning to determine the channel occupancy state of the primary network. In this
chapter, we address the problem of labeled data scarcity in practical CR applications and how it
can be overcome through using an unsupervised two-stage learning framework. Most works in the
literature that use supervised learning techniques to enhance the detection performance of CR net-
works assume that their labeled data, i.e., ground truths, are obtained through cooperation with the
primary network. That is, the primary network occasionally transmits such information to the sec-
ondary network. Having communication between the primary and secondary networks violates the
foundation of both the interweave and underlay CR access models. Additionally, the superiority of
the supervised learning is dependent on acquiring a massive amount of labeled training data, which
is a difficult task as the communication between the SUs and PUs will impose a significant over-
head on the network. Motivated by this, in this chapter an unsupervised two-stage learning-based
spectrum sensing framework is established. The CR network performs full blind spectrum sensing
that relies on unlabeled data to determine the channel occupancy state of the primary network and
achieves the same performance of the supervised learning techniques. We believe that introducing
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two layers of learning will result in a higher spectral utilization efficiency compared with existing
supervised learning-based CR networks.
4.2 Semi-Supervised Support Vector Machine (SS-SVM)
Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) is a branch of learning approaches that combines both super-
vised and unsupervised learning. SSL uses both supervised learning along with unlabeled data. The
training data set X which consists of two subsets; X1 and X2. The first subset X1 is comprised
of the labeled training energy vectors y with the channel availability a, whereas X2 is the set of
unlabeled energy vectors y. The two subsets are as follows
X1 = {(y(1), a(1)), (y(2), a(2)), ..., (y(L), a(L))}, (4.1)
X2 = {(y(L+1)), (y(L+2)), ..., (y(L+K))}, (4.2)
where L and K are the sizes of the labeled data and unlabeled data sets, respectively.
In Fig. 4.1, the energy vectors in the training data set are mapped to a higher dimensional feature
space using a the mapping function φ(.) discussed in chapter 3 and a decision boundary h is obtained
that linearly separates the mapped feature vectors. The green dots represent the unlabeled energy
vectors and the red and blue dots represent labeled energy vectors from the two hypotheses H0 and
H1 respectively.
Figure 4.1: Semi-Supervised SVM decision boundary.
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In semi-supervised learning, the majority of the training energy vectors are unlabeled. Hence,
the original SVM problem in (3.31)-(3.34) must be reformulated to account for this change. Besides
calculating the misclassification error ε for labeled data, two constraints will be added. The first
one that calculates the misclassification error as if all the unlabeled energy vectors belong to class
”channel unavailable”. The second one calculates the misclassification error as if all unlabeled
energy vectors belong to class ”channel available”. The objective function calculates the minimum
of the two and the final classification decision will be based on the smallest misclassification error.
Using K raw energy vectors along with a labeled set of energy vectors of size L where L < K, the












subject to: a(l)[Ψ.φ(y(l)) + ψ0] ≥ 1− ε(l) ε(l) ≥ 0 l = 1, ..., L, (4.4)
Ψ.φ(y(k)) + ψ0 ≥ 1− v(k) v(k) ≥ 0 k = L, ..., L+K, (4.5)
− 1[Ψ.φ(y(k)) + ψ0] ≥ 1− σ(k) σ(k) ≥ 0 k = L, ..., L+K, (4.6)
where v(k) is the misclassification error for class ”channel unavailable”, i.e., H1, and σ(k) is the
misclassification error for class ”channel available”, i.e., H0.
The learning-based CR network is constructed in a two-dimensional grid with n= 25 SUs
equally spaced, and m= 2 PUs each transmitting with ρm= 235 mW. The network deployment
is shown in Fig. 4.2. A semi-supervised SVM (SS-SVM) algorithm is used for primary user detec-
tion. The algorithm is given a training data set consists of two subsets. One being the ground truth
data presumably obtained through cooperation between the primary and secondary networks, i.e.,
the energy vectors and the corresponding state of the primary network. The other subset is the raw
energy vectors and their obtained labels through using the Gaussian Mixture Model. Both subsets
are combined to form the training data for the SS-SVM algorithm.
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Figure 4.2: The proposed network deployment for the two-stage learning-based CR network.
The percentage of supervision γ is defined as the ratio of the labeled energy vectors to the
total size of the training data set. The SUs sense a bandwidth of ω= 5 MHz for a duration of
τ= 100 µs. The noise spectral density η= -174 dBm. A NLOS environment is considered with a
path-loss exponent α= 4. Using the previously mentioned parameters, the effect of increasing γ
on the performance of the SS-SVM is investigated in Fig. 4.3. It is evident that γ plays a crucial
role in determining the detection performance of the SS-SVM. As the value of γ increases, the
detection performance of the learning-based CR network approaches that of the CR network that
uses a fully supervised SVM algorithm. A value of γ= 100% signifies a fully supervised SVM
algorithm. Hence, there is a clear trade-off between the availability of labeled data and the detection
performance of the CR network. Additionally, we conclude that as γ increases the probability of
detection also increases. This motivates us to propose a two-stage learning framework that enhances
the performance of the learning-based CR network when labeled data is unavailable, i.e., γ= 0%.
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Figure 4.3: The effect of the percentage of supervision γ on the performance of semi-supervised
SVM (SS-SVM).
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4.3 Two-Stage Learning-Based Spectrum Sensing
In this section, we will focus on the case where γ= 0%, i.e., all the labeled data is generated
through using an unsupervised learning algorithm. The learning-based system is composed of two
phases; the first phase is the two-stage training phase and the second is the real-time detection of
the PUs, i.e., the classification phase. As it was concluded in the previous section, the performance
of the SS-SVM depended mainly on the number of labeled energy vectors used in the training. The
main challenge to establish an unsupervised learning framework that achieves the same performance
as the supervised learning is the training module. As it is one of the key determining factors of the
detection performance of the CR network. In the next sections, we will show how using a two-stage
training phase enhances the detection performance compared with the classical one-stage unsuper-
vised learning. Furthermore, we prove that the unsupervised two-stage learning-based CR network
is able to achieve a comparable performance to fully supervised learning-based CR systems.
4.3.1 Radio Environment Data Collection
The goal of a learning-based cooperative CR network is to generate a channel availability label
a ∈ A for an energy feature vector y ∈ Y. A supervised learning algorithm needs data points (y, a).
Obtaining the channel availability label a for every energy vector collected at the FC would require
cooperating with the primary network. On the other hand, an unsupervised learning algorithm only
needs energy vectors y to generate the labels a. This gives rise to the concept of using low cost
unsupervised learning to generate labeled data sets to be used by supervised learning algorithms.
The cooperating SUs send their sensed energy levels to the FC across L sensing periods, where
y = {y(1), ..., y(L)} is the unlabeled data set comprised of the energy vectors collected. In the
proposed two-stage learning framework, the training phase is comprised of two stages; stage-I and
stage-II that will be discussed in the next subsections.
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4.3.2 Training Phase: Stage-I
In the first stage, an unsupervised learning algorithm is trained and used to label the raw energy
vectors y at the Fusion Center (FC). This way, acquiring labels for the energy vectors will not incur
any SU-PU communication overhead. In Fig. 4.4, the training module for the two-stage learning-
based CR network is shown. The training starts with feeding the GMM stage with the energy
vectors y collected at the FC. The GMM stage runs the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm
(discussed in chapter 3) to find the mixture parameters θ to form the Gaussian Mixture Model.
Figure 4.4: Two-Stage Training Module at the FC.




ln (v2.φ(y(l)|µ2,Σ2)− ln v1.φ(y(l)|µ1,Σ1)) ≥ δ, â(l) = 0,
ln (v2.φ(y(l)|µ2,Σ2)− ln v1.φ(y(l)|µ1,Σ1)) < δ, â(l) = 1,
For l = 1, ..., L,
(4.7)
where ln (v2.φ(y(l)|µ2,Σ2) is the log-likelihood that the l-th training energy vector y(l) belongs
to class H1, i.e., ”channel unavailable”. Similarly, ln (v1.φ(y(l)|µ1,Σ1)) is the log-likelihood that
the l-th training energy vector y(l) belongs to class H0, i.e., ”channel available”. δ is the decision
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threshold. At the end of the first stage, each training energy vector y(l) has been given a channel
availability label â(l).
4.3.3 Training Phase: Stage-II
In the second stage of the training, the labels, i.e., the channel availability a = {â(1), ..., â(L)}
generated by the GMM algorithm are combined with their corresponding energy vectors y and they
are fed to the SVM algorithm for training. The SVM algorithm finds a hyperplane h that linearly
separates the data as follows
h(y(l)) = Ψ.φ(y(l)) + ψ0, For l = 1, ..., L, (4.8)
where φ(.) is the mapping function that maps the energy vectors to a higher dimensional feature
space and ψ0 is the bias responsible for shifting the hyperplane h from the origin. The hyperplane
h is obtained through solving the optimization problem in (3.31)-(3.34) using standard techniques
to solve a quadratic program [14].
4.3.4 The classifier
Let λ̃ be the solution to the optimization problem (3.31)-(3.34). The decision function of the




λ̃(l)â(l)φ(y∗).φ(y(l)) + ψ0) = a∗, (4.9)
where sgn is the sign function and φ(y∗). φ(y(l)) is the dot product of the support vector y(l) and
the test energy vector y∗ in the higher feature space. After executing the two-stage training phase,
the CR network will be able to perform feature classification on raw energy vectors collected at the
FC with no coordination between the SUs and PUs. As shown in Fig. 4.5, applying a test energy
vector y∗ to the two-stage trained SVM, the channel availability a∗ will be determined solely based
on unlabeled data.
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Figure 4.5: Two-Stage learning-based spectrum sensing block diagram.
4.4 Simulation Model and Results
In this section, we present extensive simulations to investigate the performance of the two-stage
learning-based cooperative CR network and prove its feasibility. We introduce a new performance
metric, which is the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC). The joint effect of the number of energy
vectors used as training data and the cooperation size of the network, i.e., data dimensionality on
the detection performance is examined. Considering the simulation parameters in Table. 4.1, a
secondary cooperative network is constructed in a two-dimensional grid, where the SUs are equally
spaced. The cooperation size n is varied from 9 SUs up to 36 SUs. Two scenarios are considered
for the primary network: scenario-I the primary network consists of a single PU at (500m,500m),
whereas scenario-II the primary network consists of two PUs at (500m,500m) and (-1500m,0m).
In both scenarios, the PUs are activated with equal probability p and are activated independently
from each other. As an example, Fig. 4.6 shows the network deployment for a Secondary Network
(SN) of size n= 9 for scenario-II .
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Parameter Value
PU Transmit Power ρm 200 mW
Noise PSD η -174 dBm
Sensing Duration of SU δ 100 µs
Bandwidth ω 5 MHz
Area [2-16] Km2
Cooperation Size n [9-36]
Path-loss Exponent α 4
Shadow Fading Component ψm,n 1
Multi-path Fading Component νm,n 1
Number of Testing Vectors 1000
Number of Training Vectors σ [100-2000]
Table 4.1: Simulation parameters
Figure 4.6: The network deployment for the n= 9 cooperation size and m= 2 PUs.
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The GMM algorithm is a low-cost learning algorithm that does not need labeled data to perform
feature classification. However, it does not perform well when given high dimensional data for
training. On the other hand, the SVM algorithm is a supervised learning algorithm that yields
a higher classification accuracy, however it needs labeled data to operate. Hence, the detection
performance of the two-stage learning-based CR network is dependent on the performance of both
the GMM and SVM algorithms. Consequently, the detection performance is modeled as function in
both the size of the training energy vectors and the cooperation size, i.e., data dimensionality.
In Fig. 4.7 a set of three surfaces are plotted in three-dimensions, since the performance of the
two-stage learning-based SN is dependent on both the size and dimensionality of the training energy
vectors. For a high cooperation size, i.e., 36 cooperating SUs, as the number of training energy
vectors increases, the AUC increases which means that the detection performance is improved.
That is, for small values of training vectors and a high cooperation size, the formed learning model
is under-fitted and needs more energy vectors to form a better classification model. Increasing the
cooperation size starting from n= 9 for a small training data size, it can be observed that the AUC,
i.e., the performance, increases up to a point where the model becomes under-fitted as a result of
increasing the data dimensionality. Keeping the cooperation size constant at n= 9 and increasing
the number of training energy vectors, the AUC increases and then it plateaus. That is because for
low dimensionality, increasing the training data size leads to a performance enhancement. At a large
number of training energy vectors, i.e., 2000 energy vectors, increasing the cooperation size leads to
a performance increase up to a point where additional SUs do not lead to a performance increase. In
this case, adding more cooperating SUs does not lead to any performance gains, it adds an overhead
on the network.
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Figure 4.7: The joint effect of the number of training vectors and the size of the secondary network
when m = 1.
Comparing the performance of the two-stage learning-based secondary network with the su-
pervised learning and unsupervised learning, it can be observed from Fig. 4.7 through using the
two-stage learning-based sensing there is a performance gain. The goal is to determine the coop-
eration size and the number of energy vectors that lead to a detection performance closer to the
supervised-based learning than the unsupervised learning. That is maximizing the distance between
the GMM and the two-stage surfaces and minimizing the distance between the SVM and the two-
stage surfaces. Examining the best and worst cases in terms of the performance, Table. 4.2 and
Table. 4.3 summarizes the global minima and maxima of each surface.
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Figure 4.8: Performance analysis in the case where the GMM surface achieves a global minima.
m= 1 PU m= 2 PUs
GMM
(σ= 140, n= 9, AUC= 0.5769)
(σ= 140, n= 36, AUC= 0.5682)
(σ= 140, n= 36, AUC= 0.7991)
GMM-SVM (Proposed)
(σ= 140, n= 9, AUC= 0.615)
(σ= 140, n= 36, AUC= 0.767)
(σ= 140, n= 36, AUC= 0.827)
SVM (σ= 140, n= 9, AUC= 0.7043) (σ= 140, n= 9, AUC= 0.888)
Table 4.2: Global minima for the set of surfaces in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.10.
Analyzing the performance of the three learning techniques at the global minima with respect to
the GMM surface, in Fig. 4.8 it can be observed that the two-stage learning-based sensing performs
very closely to the SVM. At the global minima of the GMM surface for m = 1, the cooperation
size is high (n= 36) and the number of training energy vectors is low σ = 140. Hence, the GMM
is under-fitted. Nevertheless, the two-stage learning is able to enhance the detection performance.
That is because the SVM is robust to high dimensional data. There is a second global minima for
the GMM surface, as the cooperation size is low (n= 9) and the cooperative network needs more
spatially diverse SUs to enhance its detection performance.
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Analyzing the performance at the global maxima of the GMM surface, in Fig. 4.9 the two-stage
learning-based sensing is able to perform as well as the supervised learning. That is because in
this case the GMM forms a well-fit classification model, since it has enough training energy vectors
σ= 1000 and the dimensionality of the data is not very high n= 19. Furthermore, the SVM stage
boosts the detection performance as it is performs better when given high dimensional data. Hence,
combining these two advantages we see that the two-stage learning attains the same performance as
the supervised learning.
Figure 4.9: Performance analysis in the case where the GMM surface achieves a global maxima.
m= 1 PU m= 2 PUs
GMM (σ= 1000, n= 19, AUC= 0.88) (σ= 1964 , n= 23, AUC= 0.897)
GMM-SVM (Proposed) (σ= 1000, n= 19, AUC= 0.901) (σ= 1964 , n= 23, AUC= 0.9459)
SVM (σ= 992, n= 19, AUC= 0.905) (σ= 1960 , n= 23, AUC= 0.9534 )
Table 4.3: Global maxima for the set of surfaces in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.10.
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Investigating the detection performance for scenario-II , it can be observed from Figs. 4.10- 4.11
that the set of surfaces whenm= 2 are higher than the set of surfaces whenm = 1. That is, increasing
the number of PUsm leads to an increase in the energy level of the spectrum. Therefore, it becomes
an easier task for the classifier to detect the presence of the PUs. Additionally, comparing all the
three learning techniques in Fig. 4.10, it can be observed that the fluctuations in the performance is
not very large owing to the fact that the energy in the spectrum is increased and hence the detection
performance is enhanced. Nevertheless, the same trends are observed for the three surfaces as in
Fig. 4.7.
Figure 4.10: The joint effect of the number of training vectors and the size of the secondary network
when m = 2.
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Figure 4.11: Performance comparison for the proposed two-stage learning under different values of
m.
4.5 Conclusions and Discussion
In this chapter, we addressed the problem of labeled data scarcity in practical applications of
CR networks, since most works in the literature assume the availability of labeled data to the CR
network. An unsupervised two-stage learning-based cooperative CR network was proposed. The
system uses unlabeled data only to perform channel sensing. Since the proposed two-stage learning
system is dependent on both the GMM and SVM algorithms which each have different advantages
and disadvantages, the performance was found to be dependent on both the dimensionality and size
of the training data, i.e., the cooperation size and the number of training energy vectors. Through
examining the joint effect of the cooperation size and the number of training energy vectors, the
system was found to have an enhanced performance compared with the unsupervised learning GMM
algorithm. That is because the second stage in the training is the SVM, which is robust to high
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dimensional data unlike the GMM. When the GMM was unable to deal with high dimensional data
(high cooperation size), the second stage SVM was able to enhance the detection performance of the
overall system. Thus, attaining the same performance as the supervised learning SVM alone without
using any labeled data. Additionally, the effect of increasing the size of the primary network on the
performance of the cooperative secondary network was examined. We concluded that as the number
of PUs increases this increases the energy in the spectrum and thus makes the classification task at
the FC easier, and as a result the detection performance of the CR network improves.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions, and Future Works
5.1 Conclusions
Cognitive radio networks are defined to be ”intelligent” wireless communication systems. To
attain their full cognitive potential, learning should be part of its cognition cycle. In this thesis, we
showed how radio nodes evolved from being cognitive to intelligent through employing learning
techniques. Learning-based CR networks are able to use accumulated knowledge through spec-
trum observations to enhance their cognitive ability. The main focus in this thesis was on feature
classification and clustering algorithms, that allow the CR node to learn and organize observations
collected from the radio environment. In chapter 2, we presented an overview of cognitive radio net-
works, and the role of machine learning in enhancing their performance. Additionally, an overview
of the currently used learning techniques in CR networks was presented, examining the convergence
between learning techniques and cognitive radio networks.
In chapter 3, an enhanced hybrid underlay-interweave CR system was proposed that employs
both cooperation and learning techniques. Thus, maximizing its throughput, and enhancing its
performance and classification accuracy. We have characterized two main classification problems,
namely binary classification and multi-class classification. Our results show that a non-linear rela-
tion exists between the energy vectors collected at the FC. Hence, the GSVM algorithm was proven
to be the most suitable for the proposed hybrid model with an 80% detection rate with as low as 10%
false alarm. The MSVM classifier was constructed using the OVO approach to perform multi-class
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clustering under the presence of multiple PUs. Moreover, the algorithm was able to implicitly learn
the surrounding radio environment variables, and accordingly classifying the channel occupancy
states. Additionally, the MSVM proved to be robust to low SNRs.
In chapter 4, an unsupervised two-stage learning framework was established for cooperative
secondary networks. The system uses the Gaussian mixture model to generate labels for the raw
energy vectors that get collected at the FC. Then, the SVM algorithm is trained with the generated
labeled data. Since the system is comprised of two stages that each has its own unique parameters,
the system performance was dependent on both the cooperation size and the number of training
energy vectors at the FC. Hence, the joint effect of these two factors was examined to determine the
parameters that maximize the performance of the cooperative secondary network. It was found that
the performance of the two-stage learning-based cooperative sensing is be equal to the supervised
learning without using any labeled data.
As stated before the two-stage learning framework is based on both the GMM and SVM algo-
rithms. Each of these algorithms are better equipped with certain scenarios. For the GMM algo-
rithm, it is a low cost learning algorithm as it does not require any labeled data to perform feature
classification, as well as the distribution of the energy vectors at the FC closely match the GMM
distribution. On the other hand, the GMM needs a higher number of training vectors in order to
perform well with high dimensional data. As for the LSVM, it is a supervised learning algorithm
that is robust to high dimensional data. However, it needs labeled data to perform feature classifica-
tion. Therefore, combining these two learning algorithms to form a two-stage learning framework
combines their individual benefits and results in a performance gain compared with unsupervised
learning.
5.2 Future Work
In chapter 3, we proposed a hybrid underlay-interweave CR network that uses the spectrum in
both cases when the licensed user is present or absent. The network uses multi-class learning to
determine the exact channel occupancy state of the primary network, and consequently it can adjust
its transmission parameters to enhance its throughput while abiding by the interference constraints.
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This work could be extended to further classify the state of each primary user under a multiple
transmit power framework. Additionally, we investigated the system in the case where there is no
mobility in the network. Therefore, this could be another extension to our work, where we study
the performance of the system under a mobile framework.
In chapter 4, we proposed an unsupervised two-stage learning approach that can be further
enhanced through a feedback mechanism. Through employing a feedback system, the classification
accuracy of the algorithm is expected to either improve the performance of the system or keep it the
same. Hence, the system requires investigations to verify its feasibility. Additionally, we expect the
adaptive learning to enhance the detection performance in the cases where the fusion center has a
limited number of raw energy vectors.
5.3 Key Challenges for Learning-Based CR Networks
There is no doubt that machine learning brings endless room of improvement to cognitive radio
networks. However, there are certain aspects that need to be considered carefully before designing
a learning-based CR network.
Mobility: Spectrum availability in mobile environments is highly dependent on the speed and
the presence of the PUs. Hence, spectrum availability is highly dynamic in mobile environments,
which poses a major challenge for learning based mobile cognitive networks. Moreover, the radio
environment variables such as noise or interference levels change with mobility, which would re-
quire a change in the CR model parameters such as testing threshold. A learning-based cognitive
radio node in a fast changing radio environment would require frequent retraining as radio envi-
ronment variables change. Thereby, adding extra complexities and delays to the learning-based CR
system.
5G and beyond: The use of cognitive radio technology is encouraged when it comes to simple
and predictable radio environments. However, for environments such as 5G networks and beyond,
the radio environment becomes much more complicated due to the large-scale heterogeneous net-
work topologies, highly dynamic radio traffic models, and various demand services for different
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users [2]. Thus, it would be much more challenging for SUs to accurately learn the radio environ-
ment.
Commercialization and deployment: There is no doubt that the standardization of the CR
technology is well established across standardization bodies such as IEEE, ITU, ETSI, and ECMA
[2]. However, spectrum resources are government owned by nature. This poses a barrier for com-
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